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In [1], Theorem 1.1, the authors constructed a normal basis of a cyclic
extension field L of Q. The content of this note is a simpler construction
that works in the general abelian case, too.
The idea is as follows: Let L be a Galois extension of the field K of
degree n=[L :K] with abelian Galois group G, and suppose that
char(K) |% n. Let 9 be the set of K-irreducible characters of G. The group
ring K[G] is semisimple. It has a unique decomposition into simple K[G]-
submodules, namely,
K[G]= 
 # 9
K[G] = ,
where = means the idempotent element
==n&1 :
s # G
(s&1) s # K[G].
Now consider L as a K[G]-module (in the usual way). Then y # L
generates a normal basis (s(y); s # G) if, and only if,
=y{0 for all  # 9.
Let x be a primitive element of L over K and  # 9. Since L=n&1j=0 Kx
j
and =L{0, there is an exponent j # [0, 1, ..., n&1] such that =x j{0.
Now
y= :
 # 9
= x j
has the desired property. Indeed, take $ # 9. Then
=$y= :
 # 9
=$=x j==$x j${0,
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the idempotents = being mutually orthogonal. If  is the trivial character
=1, j=0 works, otherwise j is in [1, ..., n&1]. Hence the search of
suitable exponents j requires at most
( |9|&1) (n&1)
tests of the type ‘‘=x j{0?’’.
Let us consider the case K=Q now. The Q-irreducible characters  of
G are in one-to-one correspondence with the subgroups H of G with cyclic
factor group GH. For an element s # G the value (s) of the character 
attached to H can be computed as follows: Let d denote the group index
[G :H ] and ds the order of s # GH, i.e., ds=min[k1; sk # H]. Let ‘ be
a root of unity of order ds . Then
(s)=(s&1)=:
k
‘k,
with k running through those of 1, ..., d that are prime to d. Thus (s) is
a trace of the root of unity ‘. It is an exercice to express (s) in terms of
Euler’s function . and Mo bius’ function +. One obtains
(s)=
.(d) +(ds)
.(ds)
.
In the cyclic case G=(t) considered in [1], each divisor d of n admits only
one subgroup H with [G :H]=d, and hence defines a unique idempotent
=d===
.(d)
n
:
n&1
k=0
+(dk)
.(dk)
tk,
with dk=d(d, k). Thus the idempotents =d are completely explicit, and the
number of checks ‘‘=dx j{0?’’ does not exceed
(_(n)&1)(n&1),
_(n) denoting the number of divisors of n. This bound is O(n1+$) for each
positive $. It is considerably smaller than the bound (2n2)n for the required
number of checks in [1], Lemma 4.1.
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